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Herod the Great

Augustus (born Gaius Octavius), successor of Julius Caesar at the
head of the Roman Empire, appointed Herod, son of Antipater, as
king of Judea, and financed his army with Roman money. Herod
was a capable, brutal, competent and unscrupulous leader (he
practically dispatched his entire family), as well as an excellent
warrior, hunter and archer. He expelled the Judean Parthians;
protected Jerusalem from pillage, persecuted the bandits and
highwaymen and executed the Jews who had supported the
Parthian marionette regime, consolidating himself in 37 BCE as
king of Judea.

Although Herod is portrayed by history as a ruthless, cruel and
selfish king, the reality is that, as hard as it may seem to believe, as
a sovereign he was one of the best that this land ever had. Even in
25 BCE he sacrificed important personal wealth to import large
quantities of grain from Egypt, with the aim of fighting a famine
that was spreading misery in his country.

Despite this and everything he did for Israel, Herod is viewed with
antipathy by the Jews, for having been a pro-Roman, pro-Greek
sovereign and, above all, because his Jewishness was questioned:
Herod descended from his father’s side of Antipater (the one who
supported Cassius), who in turn descended from those Idumeans
(or Edomites) forced to convert to Judaism when John Hyrcanus,
a Hasmonean king, conquered Idumea (or Edom) around 135
BCE.

On the maternal side Herod descended from the Arabs, and the
transmission of the Jewish condition is matrilineal. Therefore,
although Herod identified himself as a Jew and was considered a
Jew by most authorities, the masses of the Jewish people,
especially the most orthodox, systematically distrusted the king:
especially in view of the opulent and luxurious life he imposed on
his court, and held for him a contempt perhaps comparable to the
one that the Spaniards of the 16th century felt by the Marranos or
Jews converted to Christianity.

For his education and Greco-Roman inclinations, it is more likely
that this king felt less Jewish, although he certainly wanted to
please Jewry and be an effective sovereign by the prosperity that
he brought to them. More rational than his fundamentalist
subjects, Herod understood that enraging Rome was not good
business.

Herod gave Israel a splendour that it had never known, not even
under David or Solomon. He embellished Jerusalem with
Hellenistic architecture and sculpture; carried out an ambitious
program of public works, and in 19 BCE demolished and rebuilt
the very Temple in Jerusalem, considering it too small and
mediocre.

This angered the Jews, who hated Herod for being a protégée of
the Romans, whom cordially they hated even more. Undoubtedly,
the most orthodox sectors of the Jewish quarter were happy with
the Temple as it was, and they must have seen as bad its
conversion in a more Roman-looking building, especially when
the king ordered to decorate the entrance with a golden imperial
eagle. (Paradoxically, the Jews would later mourn the destruction
of this same Temple at the hands of the Romans.)

Herod was continually involved in conspiracies by his family,
much of which, including his own wife and two of his children,
was executed at his request. As he was getting old, he developed
ulcers and convulsions. He died in 4 BCE, at the age of 69.
Eventually it was said that he had ‘ascended to the throne like a
fox; ruled like a tiger, and died like a dog’.

The first temple in Jerusalem was a very shabby building, as we have seen
in a previous chapter. The second, similar to the first, was built under the
protection of the Persian emperor Cyrus the Great in 515 BCE. In the year

19 BCE Herod proposed to renovate and enlarge it, for which he demolished
the old temple; erecting, under Roman protection, a much grander one,

although it continued to be called ‘Second Temple’ (or Temple of Herod).
Although Jewry would abhor Herod, the truth is that he gave the temple a

size and splendour that neither Solomon nor Zerubbabel could have
imagined.

In that same year of 4 BCE, two Jewish Pharisees called Zadok (or
Tsadoq) and Judas the Galilee (also called John of Gamala) called
for not paying tribute to Rome. There was a Pharisee uprising, and
the rabbis ordered to destroy the ‘idolatrous’ image of the imperial
eagle that Herod had placed at the entrance to the Temple in
Jerusalem. Herod Archelaus, the son of Herod, and Varus, a
Roman commander, stifled the revolt harshly, and had nearly
3,000 Jews crucified.

It is thought that perhaps this first revolt is the origin of the Zealot
movement, about which we will talk in the next section. Archelaus,
despite having been proclaimed king by his army, did not assume
the title until he had presented his respects, in Rome, to Augustus.
He was made the Roman client king of Judea, Samaria and
Idumea, despite of the sentiments of the Roman Jews, who feared
him for the cruelty with which he had repressed the Pharisee
uprising.

Archelaus is mentioned in the gospel of Matthew, since Yosef,
Miriam and Yeshua—known as Joseph, Mary and Jesus—had
escaped to Egypt to avoid the massacre of the innocents.
(Supposedly, that year Herod Archelaus ordered the execution of
all the firstborn of Bethlehem.) [1]
 

The Zealots

In the year 6 CE, after the complaints of the Jews, Augustus
dismisses Archelaus, sending him to Gaul. Samaria, Judea and
Idumea are formally annexed as a province of the Roman Empire,
with the name of Judea. The Jews become governed by Roman
‘procurators’: a kind of governors who had to maintain peace,
Romanize the area and exercise the fiscal policy of Rome by
collecting taxes. They also arrogated to themselves the right to
appoint the high priest of their choice.

The Jews hated the puppet kings despite the fact that they
imposed order, developed the area and, in short, civilised the
country. Paradoxically, from the beginning the Jewish quarter was
also highly hostile to the Romans, whose intervention they had
practically begged! Now, in addition to the Temple tribute, they
also had to pay tribute to Caesar—and, by tradition, money was
not something the Jews happily lavished.

That same year, the consul Publius Sulpicius Quirinius arrived in
Syria to make a census in the name of Rome with the objective of
establishing taxes. Since Judea had been annexed to Syria,
Quirinius included the Jews in the census. As a result of this and
of the new irruption of European culture in the area, the
fundamentalist terrorist movement of the Zealots flourished.

Flavius Josephus considers the Zealots as the fourth Jewish sect
together with—from least to greatest religious extremism—the
Essenes, the Sadducees and the Pharisees. The Zealots were the
most fundamentalists of all: they refused to pay taxes to the
Roman Empire. For them, all other Jewish factions were heretical;
any Jew who collaborated minimally with the Roman authorities
was guilty of treason and should be executed. The armed struggle,
the militarization of the Jewish people and the expulsion of the
Romans, were the only way to achieve the redemption of Zion.
According to the New Testament, the apostle Simon, one of the
disciples of Jesus, belonged to this faction (Luke, 6:15).

Among the Zealots the Sicarii stood out, a faction even more
fanatized, sectarian and radicalised, so called by the sica: a dagger
that could be easily hidden and used to kill their enemies. The
Zealots and Sicarii would form the hard core of the Great Jewish
Revolt which we will see in another section. They were also the
most active element of Judaism of the time, since at that time it is
probable that most Jews, although they detested both Greeks and
Romans cordially, would simply like to live and enrich themselves
in peace, agreeing with whom it was necessary for it.

As it could not be otherwise, the Sicarii and zealots also fought
among themselves. There were a total of twenty-four Jewish
factions that generally fought against each other, in a very
representative frame of what the rabbis called Sinat chinam, that
is, ‘groundless hatred’ from Jew to Jew (maybe because hating
non-Jews does make sense): an attitude that perhaps has been
better caricatured in the movie Life of Brian.

In year 19, with Jewry in process of climbing to acquire influence
at Rome itself, Tiberius expelled the Jews from the city, instigated
by the Senate. Concerned about the popularity of Judaism among
freed slaves, he forbids Jewish rites in the capital of the Empire,
considering Jewry ‘a danger to Rome’ and ‘unworthy to remain
within the walls of the City of the Legions’ according to Suetonius.
That year, on the occasion of a famine in the province of Egypt,
Tiberius denies to the Alexandrian Jews grain reserves, since he
does not consider them his citizens.

Tiberius set in motion anti-Jewish measures during his reign,
during which Jesus was executed.

___________________

[1] Note of the Ed.: An obviously fictional gospel tale, as no
Roman historian mentions it, not even the Jew Flavius Josephus.
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Bentham on Paul
‘If, in his time, a being there was, in whom, with the exception of
two or three attendants of his own, every person, that bore the
name of Christian, beheld and felt an opponent, and that
opponent an indefatigable adversary, it was this same Paul: Yes,
such he was, if, in this particular, one may venture to give
credence, to what has been seen so continually testified—testified,
not by any enemy of his, but by his own dependent, his own
historiographer, his own panegyrist, his own steady friend (Luke,
in Acts). Here then, for any body that wants an Antichrist, here is
an Antichrist, and he an undeniable one’ (Not Paul, but Jesus,
London, 1823, page 372).

—Jeremy Bentham
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The Jews in the Roman Empire

Around 55 BCE the Republic, too large and militarized, was calling
for a new form of government. And it was de facto governed by the
so-called Triumvirate: an alliance of three great military
commanders: Marcus Licinius Crassus—bust above: the one who
crushed the Spartacus revolt in the year 74 BCE—, Pompey, the
conqueror of Syria, and Julius Caesar, the conqueror of Gaul.

In 54 BCE, Crassus, then Roman governor of the province of Syria,
while spending the winter in Judea decreed on the population a
‘war tax’ to finance his army, and also plundered the temple of
Jerusalem, stealing its treasures (for value of ten thousand
talents), causing a huge stir in the Jewish quarter. Crassus and the
vast majority of his army would be massacred by the Parthians in
the unfortunate Battle of Carrhae in 53 BCE. [1]

Lucius Cassius Longinus, one of Crassus’ commanders who had
managed to escape the Carrhae massacre with his 500 horsemen,
returned to Syria to prepare for a counter-attack and re-establish
the devalued Roman prestige in the province. After expelling the
Parthians, Cassius had to face a rebellion of the Jewry, which had
risen as soon as Jews learnt that the hated Crassus had been
killed.

Cassius became an ally of Antipater and Hyrcanus II. After taking
Tariquea, a Judean stronghold and execute one of the leaders of
the rebellion who had ties with Aristobulus, Cassius captured
30,000 Jews. In the year 52 BCE he sold them as slaves in Rome.

This was the beginning of subversion within Rome itself, since
these 30,000 Jews (later freed by Mark Antony and his
descendants), dispersed throughout the Empire, would not cease
henceforth to promote agitation against of the hated Roman
authority. They would have an important role in the construction
of the underground catacombs and synagogues, which were later
the first preaching field of Christianity. Cassius would later be
appointed governor of Syria.

In 49 BCE Crassus was killed and the Triumvirate broken. Civil
war broke out between Pompey and Caesar: one of whom,
inevitably, was to become the autocratic dictator of the entire
empire. Hyrcanus II and Antipater decided to take sides with
Caesar, who had Antipater as regent. Julius Caesar would soon
take control of the situation, and Pompey was assassinated in
Egypt by conspirators.

In 48 BCE, while the Roman and Ptolemaic fleets were engaged in
a naval battle, an event was held to further tense the relations
between Jews, Greeks and Egyptians: the burning of the library of
Alexandria.

Of all the ethnic groups that were in the city, none could have
anything against the library. The Greeks had founded it; the
Egyptians had contributed much to it, and the Romans sincerely
admired this Hellenistic legacy. The Jews, however, saw in the
library an accumulation of ‘profane’ and ‘pagan’ wisdom, so that if
there was a group suspected of the first burning of the library,
logically it was the Jewish quarter, or the most orthodox and
fundamentalists sectors. At least that’s what the inhabitants of
Alexandria should have thought.

In 31 BCE, the year of a strong earthquake in Israel that killed
thousands of people, Cleopatra and Mark Antony committed
suicide after their fall from grace.

Flavius Josephus mentions, during the reign of Augustus, a
judicial complaint in which 8,000 Jews supported one of the
parties. These Jews were to be all adult males, and since a nuclear
family used to be of four or five people, we may conclude that at
the time of Augustus there were about 35,000 Jews in Rome.

__________________
 
[1] Crassus, who committed a crass (hence the expression) blunder during
the battle, was responsible for the massacre of 20,000 soldiers at the hands
of the Parthians. Another 10,000 Roman soldiers were taken prisoners and
sent to forced labour to what is now Afghanistan. Many ended up fighting,
under Parthian control, against the Huns. We lose their trail onwards.
Genetic analyses seem to indicate that this detachment, the famous ‘lost
legion of Crassus’, ended in the current Chinese province of Liqian, where
they are responsible for a greater frequency of ethnic European features in
the native population.
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Hardy on Paul
‘The new testament was less a Christiad than a Pauliad’.

—Thomas Hardy
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Cicero and the Jewish lobby

In 62-61 BCE, the proconsul Lucius Valerius Flaccus (son of the
consul of the same name and brother of the consul Gaius Valerius
Flaccus) confiscated the tribute of ‘sacred money’ that the Jews
sent to the Temple of Jerusalem.

When this happened, the Jews of Rome raised the populace
against Flaccus. The well-known Roman patriot Cicero defended
Flaccus against the accuser Laelius (a tribune of the plebs who
would later support Pompey against Julius Caesar) and referred to
the Jews of Rome in a few sentences of 59 BCE, which were
reflected in his In Defence of Flaccus, XVIII:

The next thing is that charge about the Jewish gold. And this,
forsooth, is the reason why this cause is pleaded near the steps
of Aurelius. It is on account of this charge, O Laelius, that this
place and that mob has been selected by you. You know how
numerous that crowd is, how great is its unanimity, and of what
weight it is in the popular assemblies. I will speak in a low voice,

just so as to
let the judges
hear me. For
men are not
wanting who
would be
glad to excite
that people
against me

and against every eminent man; and I will not assist them and
enable them to do so more easily. As gold, under pretence of
being given to the Jews, was accustomed every year to be
exported out of Italy and all the provinces to Jerusalem, Flaccus
issued an edict establishing a law that…

From these phrases we can deduce that already in the 1st century
BCE, the Jews had great political power in Rome itself, and that
they had an important capacity for social mobilization against
their political opponents, who lowered their voices out of fear: the
pressure of the lobbies.
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Durant on Paul
‘Paul created a theology of which none but the vaguest warrants
can be found in the words of Christ… Fundamentalism is the
triumph of Paul over Christ’.

—Will Durant
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Julian, 22

Julian presiding at a conference of Sectarians
(Edward Armitage, 1875)

 
Priscus: That sounds just like Ecebolius, doesn’t it? Of course
when Julian became emperor, Ecebolius embraced Hellenism.
Then when Valentinian and Valens became co-emperors,
Ecebolius threw himself down in front of the Church of the Holy
Apostles, crying, “Tread on me! I am as salt which has lost its
savour!” I always wondered if anybody did tread on him. I should
have liked to. He changed his religion five times in thirty years and
died at a fine old age, honoured by all. If there is a moral to his
career, it eludes me.

I do recall that story about you and the senator’s daughter. Is it
true? I always suspected you were rather a lady’s man, in your day
of course.

Libanius: No, I shall not give Priscus the pleasure of an answer. I
shall also suppress Julian’s references to that old scandal. It serves
no purpose to rake over the past in such a pointless way. I have
always known that a story more or less along those lines was
circulated about me, but this is the first time I have been
confronted with it in all its malice. Envious Sophists will go to any
lengths to tear down one’s reputation. There was no “senator’s
daughter”, at least not as described. The whole thing is absurd.
For one thing, if I had been dismissed by the Emperor on such a
charge, why was I then asked by the court to return to
Constantinople in 353? Which I did, and remained there several
years before coming home to Antioch.

I am far more irritated by Ecebolius’ reference to my
“facetiousness”. That from him! I have always inclined to a grave—
some feel too grave—style, only occasionally lightened by humour.
Also, if I am as poor a stylist as he suggests, why am I the most
imitated of living writers? Even in those days, a prince paid for my
lecture notes! Incidentally, Julian says that he paid me for the
lectures. That is not true. Julian paid one of my students who had
a complete set of notes. He also engaged a shorthand writer to
take down my conversation. I myself never took a penny from
him. How tangled truth becomes.
 

Julian Augustus

Looking back, I seem to have followed a straight line towards my
destiny. I moved from person to person as though each had been
deliberately chosen for my instruction. But at the time I had only a
pleasurable sense of freedom, nothing more. Nevertheless, the
design of my life was taking shape and each wise man I met
formed yet another link in that chain which leads towards the
ultimate revelation which Plotinus has so beautifully described as
“the flight of the alone to the Alone”.

At Nicomedia I forged an important new link. Like most university
towns, Nicomedia had a particular bath where the students
assembled. The students’ bath is usually the cheapest in town,
though not always, for students have strange tastes and when they
suddenly decide that such-and-such a tavern or bath or arcade is
the one place where they most want to gather, they will then think
nothing of cost or comfort.

I longed to go alone to the baths and mingle with students my own
age, but Ecebolius always accompanied me. “The Chamberlain’s
orders,” he would say, whenever we entered the baths, my two
guards trailing us as though we were potential thieves in a market-
place. Even in the hot room, I would be flanked by sweating
guards while Ecebolius hovered near by to see that no one
presented himself to me without first speaking to him. As a result,
the students I wanted to meet were scared off.

But one morning Ecebolius awakened with the fever. “I must keep
to my bed ‘with only cruel pain for handmaid’,” he said, teeth
chattering. I told him how sorry I was and then, utterly happy, I
left for the baths. My guards promised that once inside they would
not stick too closely to me. They realized how much I wanted to be
anonymous, and in those days it was possible, for I was not well
known in Nicomedia. I never went into the agora, and when I
attended lectures I always came in last and sat at the back.

Students go to the baths in the morning, when the admission price
is cheapest. Shortly before noon I queued up and followed the
mob into the changing room where I undressed at the opposite
end from my two guards, who pretended to be soldiers on leave.
As far as I know, I was not recognized.

Since the day was warm, I went outside to the Palestra; here the
athletically inclined were doing exercises and playing games.
Avoiding the inevitable group of old men who linger watchfully in
the shade, I crossed to a lively-looking group, seated on a bench in
the sun. They ignored me when I sat beside them.

“And you took the money?”

“I did. We all did. About a hundred of us.”

“Then what happened?”

“We never went to his lectures.”

“Was he angry?”

“Of course.” “But not as angry as he was when…”

“… when all of us went back to Libanius!”

They laughed at what was in those days a famous story. Within a
year of Libanius’ arrival at Nicomedia, he was easily the most
popular teacher in the city. This naturally enraged his rival
Sophists, one of whom tried to buy Libanius’ students away from
him. The students took the man’s money and continued to attend
Libanius’ lectures. It was a fine joke, until the furious Sophists
applied to friends at court who had Libanius arrested on some
spurious charge. Fortunately, he was soon freed.

Libanius: This was the beginning of my interest in penal reform.
Over the years I have written a good deal on the subject, and there
is some evidence that I am beginning to arouse the conscience of
the East. At least our rulers are now aware of the barbarous
conditions in which prisoners are held. I had never realized how
truly hopeless our prison system is until I myself was incarcerated.
But improvements are hard to make. Despite all evidence to the
contrary, I do not think human beings are innately cruel, but they
fear change of any kind. And now I am digressing.

Is this age? Just yesterday I had a most curious conversation on
that subject with an old friend and colleague. I asked him why it
was that nowadays whenever I address the assembly at Antioch,
the senators cough and talk among themselves. I realize I am not a
master of oratory, but after all what I have to say and the way in
which I say it is—and I do not mean this immodestly—of obvious
interest to the world. I am the most famous living writer of Greek.
As quaestor, I am official spokesman for my city. “So why do
people stop listening when I start to speak? And why, when the
session is over and I try to talk to various senators and officials in
the arcade, do they wander off when I am in midsentence, saying
that they have appointments to keep, even though it is quite plain
that they do not?”

“Because, my dear old friend, you have become—now you asked
me to tell you the truth, remember that—a bore.”

I was stunned. Of course as a professional teacher one tends to
lecture rather than converse, but that is a habit most public men
fall into. “But even so, I should have thought that what I was
saying was of some interest…”

“It is. It always is.”

“… rather than the way I say it, which may perhaps be over-
explicit.”

“You are too serious.”

“No one can be too serious about what is important.”

“Apparently the Antiochenes think otherwise.”

We parted. I must say I have been thinking all day about what my
colleague said. Have I aged so greatly? Have I lost my power to
define and persuade? Am I too serious? I am suddenly tempted to
write some sort of apologia for myself, to explain my unbecoming
gravity. I must do something…. But scribbling these highly
personal remarks on the back of Julian’s memoirs is not the
answer!
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Schweitzer on Paul
‘Where possible Paul avoids quoting the teachings of Jesus, in fact
even mentioning it. If we had to rely on Paul, we should not know
that Jesus taught in parables, had delivered the sermon on the
mount, and had taught his disciples the “Our Father”.’

—Albert Schweitzer
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Kriminalgeschichte, 47
Editor’s note: This image of the ethnic
group of the first Christians in a province
of the Roman Empire is really worth a
thousand words. Deschner tells us below

that St. Athanasius ‘was short and weak; Julian calls him
homunculus’.

We can imagine the envy that these mudblood Christians felt for
the pagan Aryans! It is a pity that white nationalists are unaware
of the role that ethnic struggles played in the Christian takeover of
the Roman Empire.
 

______ � ______

 

Below, abridged translation from the first
volume of Karlheinz Deschner’s Kriminalgeschichte
des Christentums (Criminal History of Christianity)

 
Character and tactics of a Father of the Church

Probably like Paul and like Gregory VII, Athanasius—one of the
most discussed personalities in history (even today some of the
facts about his life remain controversial)—was short and weak;
Julian calls him homunculus. However, like Paul and Gregory,
each one of them was a genius of hatred. This cleric, the most
obstinate of his century, compensated his scarce physical presence
with enormous activity.

He was one of the ecclesiastical personages that with great
tenacity and lack of scruples induced errors. However, the
Catholics declared him Father of the Church, which is one of the
highest honours for which the facts are adjusted: ‘Brutal violence
against his near adversaries: mistreatment, beatings, burning of
churches, murder’ (Dannenbauer).

We may add bribery and counterfeiting; ‘imposing’ if we want to
use the term used by Erich Caspar, but ‘totally devoid of attractive
human traits’. In an analogous way Eduard Schwartz expresses
himself about this ‘humanly repulsive nature, but superb from the
historical point of view’, and records ‘the inability to distinguish
between politics and morality, the absence of any doubt about his
own self-legitimacy’.

The theologian Schneemelcher, on the other hand, splits hairs
distinguishing the ‘pamphlets of ecclesiastical policy of Athanasius
with his abhorrent polemics and lack of veracity’ of his ‘dogmatic
writings which brighten the heart of orthodoxy’, and considers
Athanasius a man ‘who wants to be a theologian and a Christian
and who nevertheless remains always in his human nature’, which
means that the theologian and Christian, and many of his actions,
combine the rewarding orthodoxy with hatred and lies.
Schneemelcher himself cites the ‘intrigues’ and ‘the violent
impulses of the hierarchs’.

St. Epiphanius (whose religious fervour contrasted, as is well
known, strongly with his intelligence), revered as ‘patriarch of
orthodoxy’, testifies about Athanasius: ‘If he was opposed, he
resorted to violence’.

When violence affected him, as in the years 357-358 fleeing from
the officials of Constantius, he pathetically preaches tolerance and
condemns force as a sign of heresy. But this always was the policy
of a Church that, when defeated, preached tolerance and freedom
in the face of oppression, but when accessing the majority and
power, it did not retreat before coercion and infamy. For the
Christian Church, especially the Catholic Church, never aspires to
essential freedoms but only to its own freedom.

When the Catholic Church was the State, St. Optatus of Milevis
approved in 366-367 to fight against the ‘heretics’, even passing
them by the arms. ‘Why’, the saint asks, ‘should it be forbidden to
avenge God [!] with the death of the guilty? Do you want tests?
There are thousands in the Old Testament. It is not possible to
stop thinking about terrible examples’. And indeed: there is no
lacking of texts in the Sacred Scriptures!

However, when the Arians were in power, the Catholics presented
themselves as defenders of religious freedom. ‘The Church
threatens exile and jail’, lamented St. Hilary, ‘it wants to take faith
by force… exile and prison. It persecutes the clerics. The
comparison between the Church of yesteryear, now lost, and what
we have before our eyes, cries out to heaven’.

Athanasius similarly appeals to the emperor, who was on the side
of the Catholics. However, when the emperor supported the
Arians, Athanasius advocated the libertas ecclesiae and the
emperor’s politics suddenly became ‘unheard of’ and the emperor
became the ‘patron of atheism and heresy’, a forerunner of the
Antichrist, comparable to the demon on earth. Athanasius did not
hesitate a moment to insult him gravely in a personal way,
treating him as a man without reason and intelligence, a friend of
the criminals and of the Jews. ‘The truth is not announced with
swords, spears and soldiers’, he says. ‘The Lord has not used
violence against anyone’.

Even the Jesuit Sieben admits ‘that Athanasius was forced to make
such claims because of the difficulties caused by the persecution.
As soon as the Nicaea faction reached supremacy and enjoyed the
emperor’s attention, those tones did not rise again’. However, the
same Athanasius could dedicate to that same emperor, when he
hoped to recover through him his episcopal see, numerous
panegyrics praising him with new attributes for his humanity and
his clemency, even treating him as a Christian who had always
been full of divine love. In his Apology to Constantius, published
in 357, he courts the sovereign in a disgusting way.

However, in the year 358, in his History of the Arians he fills
Constantius with contempt and hatred. Athanasius constantly
changes his mind about the emperor and the Empire, adapting or
opposing him, according to the situation, according to the needs.
During his third exile he even dared to rebel openly against his
(Christian) lord. However, the emperor’s early death prevented
him from having to draw conclusions about those considerations.
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Jefferson on Paul
‘Paul was the first corrupter of the doctrines of Jesus’.

—Thomas Jefferson
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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